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Theorem 1: Every simple graph on n vertices admits a RAC drawing
with three bends per edge in O(n3) area.

Definition: RAC drawing
Edges cross at 90◦
RAC: Right-Angle-Crossing
geometric embedding ⇒ polyline edges
Vertices and bends located on a grid

segments with slope
(n − 1)/1

segments with slope
−1/(n − 1)
to lower index

Crossing angles affect readability [1,2]
Drawings with at most two bends per edge
have only O(n) edges [3,4,5]
Every graph has a RAC drawing with three
bends in O(n4) area [2]
Every graph has a RAC drawing with four
bends in O(n3) area [6]
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Theorem 2: Every simple graph on n vertices admits a RAC drawing with eight bends per edge in O(n2) area.
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Matching
Bends
1 × span 1

2 × span 2

3 × span 3 (≡ span -2)

4 × span 4 (≡ span -1)

Theorem 3: Every simple k-partite graph on n vertices admits a
RAC drawing with three bends per edge in O(k 2n2) area.
segments with slope
(n − 1)/n

Theorem 4: There exists no RAC drawing of Kn
with three bends per edge in O(n2) area for n ≥ n0.
Sketch: Majority of crossings on long segments with few slopes
Vertices must be incident to long segments with few crossings
⇒ Ω(n2) segments of length O(n) are required
Segments incident to vertices must be bundled
If G is not k-partite, some connections cannot be realized
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Open Problems
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How many bends per edge are needed for quadratic area?
Is cubic area optimal for three bends per edge?
Is quadratic area achievable with simple RAC drawings?
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